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CloudTamers Human Capital 
Management for NetSuite

Getting your HR management wrong can be costly and 
tracking down historic information can be time-consuming. With 
CloudTamers HR, you can be confident that you have correct, 
up-to-date information about your employees and efficient HR 
processes at your fingertips.  

Historic information is instantly accessible. Management effort 
is no longer wasted on inefficient or duplicated tasks, and you 
have the peace of mind knowing that multi-jurisdiction legal 
compliance is fully supported with reminders and workflows to 
ensure good practice.

Key Benefits

CloudTamers HR apps extend the native NetSuite 
employee record, adding new records and functionality 
to maintain a full history of employee engagement and 
management. This is all fully embedded within NetSuite. 

Covering the entire employment lifecycle from  
on-boarding to release, CloudTamers HR supports legal 
compliance and good HR practices across multiple 
employment jurisdictions.

CloudTamers HR supports simple and complex 
contractual and regional legislative variations within 
a single organisation or across multiple subsidiaries. 
CloudTamers HR is equally at home with small, medium 
and large enterprises. We have achieved the prestigious 
‘Built for NetSuite’ accreditation awarded by NetSuite.
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Wizard-driven on-boarding of new employees

Manage employees across multiple companies and/
or multiple jurisdictions with easy management of 
transfers, variable contractual arrangements and 
different annual calendars

Track detailed work history of engagement  
with employee

Reward management, including pay and benefits, 
with integration to regional payroll applications 
across the globe

Forecast working time, pre-authorise overtime, track 
variable working patterns

Absence management, including leave issued in 
days or hours, and long-term absence with self-
service requests and detailed reporting analysis

Track workforce compliance with regional legislation  
for work eligibility and role-specific training and 
competency requirements

Disciplinary, Grievance, Capability &  
Appeal management

Optionally track organisational posts with grade and  
salary points

Track release information using easy-to-manage 
procedures, capturing evidence and activities with  
legal compliance for each jurisdiction

Self-service portal for employees and line managers 
to request absence, and view and manage personal 
information such as bank details, emergency 
contacts and medical alerts

Key Features
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Learning & development tracking the learning needs, 
training delivery and certifications, and certification 
expiry across your workforce. Track and manage career 
development, critical skills, and long and short-term 
succession planning. 

Talent management records the level and currency of 
staff competence, and automates performance reviews by 
collating performance objectives and employee feedback. 
It Includes 360 appraisals and proficiency assessments.

Payroll data exporter calculates gross pay and creates 
files for import to regional payroll software applications 
or bureau services, according to the requirement of each 
individual payroll application and jurisdiction. This reduces 
effort, enables faster processing and increases accuracy.

Flexible benefits management allows employees 
to self-serve benefit selection based on pre-defined 
criteria, such as grade or age, and includes holiday 
buy and sell options. It reduces administration 
overhead, ensures equity and compliance with 
company policy, and empowers workers to manage 
elements of their remuneration package.

HR file cabinet management creates a secure  
three-tier permission-led file structure within the NetSuite 
file cabinet for use by HR Managers, Line Managers 
and staff. Permissions are automatically updated with 
changes to line management structure and HR team. 
It facilitates safe storage of personal information 
with controlled access according to pre-set rules.

CTHR legal toolkit ensures legal compliance (England & Wales 
employment jurisdiction supported as standard, additional 
jurisdictions available by arrangement). The service includes 
telephone support for queries on HR compliance, and regular 
updates to your company procedures and NetSuite HR processes 
in line with changes in employment legislation. This service 
is provided by Willans LLP solicitors, a leading UK law firm.

CloudTamers HR apps are a modular, scalable 
resource offering functionality to support:

Dawn Jackson,  
COO, Museum of London Archaeology.

“ We had to have a solution that worked via the web so that everyone could access it, 
even if they were working remotely on archaeological digs. The fact that CloudTamers 
HR is built on NetSuite, which is obviously an internationally recognised software 
product used by companies worldwide, gave us a level of security.

Check out the Museum of London Archaeology using CloudTamers HR:   
www.cloudtamers.com/hr 
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Associated Apps

CloudTamers - who we are

We believe that your IT system must be as good as your 
products and services. It should help you steer your 
organisation effectively, providing the right information at 
the right time.

Established in 1991, CloudTamers is one of the UK’s 
longest-standing NetSuite Partners, with 10 years’ Partner 
experience and around 40 NetSuite system rollouts - half of 
which are for global organisations.

Our most noteworthy customers include UCAS, Plymouth 
Science Park, the Museum of London Archaeology, 
and UK Youth, along with many other UK and overseas 
organisations, both large and small.

CloudTamers is Cheltenham based with 26 years’ pedigree 
in the business management software space. CloudTamers’ 
CIO, Rebecca Eden, is a NetSuite Certified ERP Consultant 
with extensive accounting experience, and is accredited by 
NetSuite to implement the NetSuite Multi-Books module. 
Several CloudTamers staff have achieved, or are on a PDP 
to achieve, NetSuite and AAT accounting certifications.

CloudTamers is an authorised NetSuite Developer, 
providing customisation services to extend the 
functionality of the NetSuite platform, both as bespoke 
one-off customisations, and as NetSuite accredited 
packaged applications (for HR Management, Approvals 
Management, Hire Management and Payroll integrations).

Nick Eden, 
CEO CloudTamers

“ The digital back office has  
become the invisible, but 
indispensable, cornerstone  
of modern organisations.

CloudTamers 
Applicant Tracking 

CloudTamers 
Workforce Compliance

CloudTamers  
Payroll Import

CloudTamers 
Employment  
Contracts Manager


